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When global meets local
How the community press covers international issues
By Peter Josselyn
Communications Coordinator
Canadian Community Newspapers
Association
The strength of the community weekly is
coverage of what’s local. How does that
change when international happenings
often have local significance and vice
versa? Whether this is a local company
that exports goods abroad or news from a
community charity that does work internationally, community papers are, more and
more, looking outside town boundaries.
The Canadian Community Newspapers
Association has many members with interesting titles, but one of the most apt for the
changing model of news coverage is from
Moosomin, Saskatchewan: The World
Spectator. Not only is the name appropriate, but the owner, Kevin Weedmark, has
been abroad numerous times and provided
valuable reporting to his community about
Canada’s work abroad in places such as
Afghanistan. His story is just one of many:
the local press is changing as communities
become more internationally aware.

Globalization has had many effects on
communities and the local press has been
there to cover these stories. Even when it is
possible to have easy electronic access to
major news sources, the community press
plays an important role when covering
international events.
In many respects, this is an extension of
what the community press has always
done. For editors, local often means of local
relevance, not within town borders. In the
beginning, the community weekly was the
only connection that many people had to
the world outside their town. International
news did not come from the television or
Internet; it came from the local paper.
Canadians in all communities want to
know how their country is represented
abroad and about Canada’s role in the
world. For many communities, this is of
critical importance. Canada’s exports come
from every corner of the country, and trade
negotiations are just as likely to make the
front page as town council meetings in any
community that depends on exports for
their livelihood.
Papers also serve changing populations. As

Canada welcomes
immigrants, the
community press
has evolved. The
growth of the ethnocultural and community press has
meant that people
are well connected
to both local and
international events.
It has also changed
Peter Josselyn
the definition of
community newspaper — which was once
specific to a geographic community. Now,
the medium serves communities that are
borderless.
The impact of globalization has meant that
many communities are acutely interested
in foreign happenings. For example, for
many communities in Alberta, the relationship between Canada and the United States
takes a special interest because of fuel
exports.
And the same is true for communities that
rely on the softwood lumber trade.

continued on page 3
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President’s
Report

By Carol O’Leary
Central Wisconsin Publications, Inc.
Abbotsford, Wisconsin

ISWNE newspaper exchange brightens dreary day
This first weekend in April is pretty blah in
northern Wisconsin. April showers have kept
the skies cloudy, the sun we need to melt the
remnants of the snow piles is very elusive,
and the lingering effects of the flu have me
hunkering down on the couch.
I know I’m not alone in the flu recovery
process. At least two of the 10 editors of the
ISWNE exchange papers I brought home to
enjoy this weekend remarked on the same
type of flu symptoms. It isn’t fun, but we
wouldn’t have anything to compare our
good health to if we didn’t have to suffer
once in a while.
I decided to look for interesting articles in
each of the exchange papers, not realizing
the very first one would take me back to
teenage memories. An obituary in The
Galena Gazette, Galena, Ill., caught my eye
immediately. The 95-year-old woman had
played a very important role in the life of
my cousin. She and her husband had sold
their farm to my aunt and uncle and built a
new home on the farm property. I remember visiting with the couple many times during my weekly visits to the dentist in the
small community of Elizabeth. My cousin
still lives in the community and I’m sure she
was among those at the funeral.
An area correspondent’s story about a couple giving a home to a couple with a fouryear-old son made for interesting reading in
the Marion County Record, Marion, Kansas.
A series of misfortunes had caused the family to seek shelter in a homeless facility. The
small community of about 100 people came
forward to furnish the home and make the
family welcome. It would be very interesting
to see how this family manages to give back
to the community.
Not your usual spring tournament coverage
was provided by a grandmother’s account of
her trip to the state wrestling tournament in
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the Nodaway News Leader, Maryville,
Missouri. She even managed to work in
some pictures of eight-month-old triplets
and made them a part of her tournament
adventure. This is what makes community
newspapers special.
A case of suspected arson in a fire at a high
school principal’s home and a student’s
secret taping of a teacher’s classroom tirade
against President Bush following the State of
the Union address gave a sense of problems
in the school district of The Jessamine
Journal in Nicholasville, Kentucky. The front
page of the Neighbors section of the paper
had a feature on a long-time barber. I bet
the barber knows a lot about the politics in
this community!
The Woodstock Independent, Woodstock,
Ill., proclaims in a banner across its front
page to be the most award-wining weekly
newspaper in Illinois. Publisher Cheryl
Wromley bids farewell to Editor Eileen
Millard as she moves on to a new career in
their community. Losing a valuable employee is hard, but wishing them well in new
endeavors is a plus for the whole community.
The threat of a Forest Tent Caterpillar infestation has the residents of the Town of
Georgetown alarmed according to The
Eastern Graphic of Prince Edward Island.
The fact that many of the affected areas are
on private property and the government
needs consent to treat them is of major concern. Wisconsin must have different regulations in effect concerning threats to forest
land as a couple of years ago low-flying
planes sprayed the public and privatelyowned land around my county to combat
this very same critter.
Back to Wisconsin...The Waunakee Tribune
shows in a column by reporter Roberta
Baumann the two main issues Wisconsin

lawmakers should be addressing, high
health care costs and school funding, are
the ones they continue to ignore. They just
don’t seem to get it.
The Boulder Monitor in Boulder, Montana,
takes an optimistic view of changes coming
in the United States Postal System. The
release says the change to the Area Mail
Processing will be noticed by only a few and
the local district of the USPS has a record
98% on time delivery. They should thank
their lucky stars for being in that district.
Being served (?) by Minneapolis and
Milwaukee districts we have quite the opposite reaction to further messing up of our
delivery system.
Maybe it’s because of slow mail service or
just to get their subscriber’s names in the
paper at least once a year, but The Perkins
Journal, Perkins, Oklahoma, has a column
on page two listing all of the subscriptions
received each week. It even lists if it was a
gift given by someone. This was also the
only paper I received this week that had a
comics page. My husband is an avid comics
fan and really thought this was a great idea.
The Dillon Herald, Dillon, South Carolina,
points out in an editorial that 40% of the
county’s population did not graduate from
high school, yet they are asking high-paying
industry to move into the county. The editorial questions the county’s ability to provide
the right workers to industry. I don’t know
about the workers, but the paper has a lot
going for it, great pictures, interesting reading.
Thanks to all who participated in the newspaper exchange this year. I still have 16
papers expected in the mail in the next few
weeks and have even had a request from a
postal employee to share some of the
Canadian ones. I hope we can all benefit
from the exchange of ideas.
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Stake your claim to 2006 ISWNE conference
By Harry Hix
ISWNE Vice President
It won’t be another land rush with
“Sooners” sneaking in early to nab the
choice plots of land, but you can join the
rush to Norman, Okla., and stake your
claim to a fun time and a learning experi-
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ence at the 2006 ISWNE annual conference June 21-25.
We’ll learn something about handling the
tough, touchy stories we all encounter,
and we’ll hear some advice on the ethical
and legal issues confronting us with our
Web sites.
We’ll learn about terrorism at home by
revisiting the Oklahoma City Bombing
and abroad by hearing about press coverage of the subway bombing in London,
and we’ll learn how forecasters at the
National Severe Storms Laboratory can
predict those destructive storms in your
area. As always, we’ll learn from the
annual editorial critique sessions.
Of course, we’ll also have fun. Laughs are
guaranteed for a special presentation at
the Friday luncheon. Plus, there will be
entertainment, the silent auction (How
can that not be fun with Vickie Canfield
Peters running it?), visitation and hospitality time, and the attractions to see during
Saturday’s tourist time.
For the youngsters, there is additional fun
available. The hotel has a game room
that includes a pool table, offers free
videos, and provides a free pass for the
university indoor swimming pool. Also,
there is a children’s area in the Sam Noble

Natural History
Museum, which is
located close to the
hotel. Oklahoma
City offers a zoo,
the Kirkpatrick
Center (a real
attraction for the
young and young
at heart), and
Frontier City
amusement park.
Harry Hix
Watch your mail
for a conference
packet. We plan to send along some info
that should be helpful — a map showing
how to get to the hotel, the shuttle to ride
from the airport (it’s cheaper than a cab
or renting a car), and other stuff Mrs. Hix
thinks should be in the packet.
Register early. It’s cheaper, and it will be
helpful in working with the hotel to know
whether we have enough rooms reserved.
Finally, if you have the courage to allow
others to laugh with you at some blooper
that has occurred in your newspaper, send
a copy of the blooper to Harry Hix, 2015
N. Crescent Dr., Stillwater, OK 74075. It
could be an unfortunate typo, a headline
with a double meaning, a weird pictureand-headline juxtaposition, or whatever.

When global meets local from page 1
Globalization has had many unintended
effects. When it was first documented, most
predictions forecasted doom and gloom. If
community newspapers are any indication,
the increasingly intertwined nature of people’s lives has been a good news story.
This has led not just to international business dealings, but to some compelling acts
of charity. During the tsunami crisis in
2004, community papers were filled with
stories about how their community was
helping the international situation. The
same was true with the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana.
The Lacombe (Alberta) Globe published a
front-page story about the hurricane when
the paper’s editor joined a local charity to
visit their sister community, Lacombe,

Louisiana.
The community newspaper has become a
forum where people can interact. In papers
across the country, readers encounter international news with local relevance. In the
St. Stephen, New Brunswick, St. Croix
Courier, there were weekly letters from
local teachers who were working in China.
This was part of a project where teachers
would work one year abroad and then the
students would come to Canada to learn.
As in all matters important to communities, this was echoed in the pages of their
newspaper.
In order to truly cover what’s local, community papers must foster good journalism
that highlights Canada’s role in the world.
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2006 Conference Program
Norman, Oklahoma

Sessions and noon lunches will be in Gaylord Hall (journalism building); breakfasts will be at the
hotel; evening meals will be in the Memorial Union; and tours will be as designated on the program.

Wednesday, June 21
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
3:00-5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Registration throughout the day at Gaylord Hall
ISWNE Board of Directors Meeting
Lunch
Introduction to conference and welcome by Dr. Joe Foote, interim dean,
Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication
Guided tours of new journalism building and demonstration of technology used in classrooms and labs
“Eye-popping” tour of football facilities, from the weight room to the fancy private suites and press box
Dinner with entertainment to follow
Hospitality time with refreshments and cash bar at Hix lodge

Thursday,
Thursday, June
June 22
22
7:00-9:00 a.m.

Breakfast at hotel

9:00-10:15 a.m.

Press coverage of terrorism and the subway bombing in England.
Speaker: Julian Calvert, lecturer in journalism, Glasgow Caledonian University, Glasgow, Scotland

10:30-11:30 a.m.

Your Web site: Ethical and Legal Issues. Speaker: Dr. Robert Kerr, law professor,
Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication

11:30 a.m.

Lunch

12:15 p.m.

Board buses for trip to National Memorial Institute for Prevention of Terrorism, Oklahoma City

1:00-3:00 p.m.

Presentation on Oklahoma City Bombing and terrorism. Speaker: David Cid, head of a consulting firm
on terrorism and FBI field agent in charge of OKC office at the time of the bombing

3:15 p.m.

Guided tour of Oklahoma City Bombing Memorial site

4:00-6:00 p.m.

Visit Memorial Museum

7:00 p.m.

Dinner at a restaurant in Bricktown, a key tourist area in OKC. Time to be determined: Buses return to hotel.

Friday, June 23
6:30-8:30 a.m.

Breakfast at hotel

9:00-11:00 a.m.

Bad News and Good Judgment: A Guide to Reporting on Sensitive Issues in a Small Town.
Speaker: Jim Pumarlo, author of new book by same name as program and former publisher of a
small town newspaper

11:00-12:15 p.m.

Greenslade Bursary. Greenslade recipient and speaker not yet confirmed

12:30-2:15 p.m.

Lunch and a special program with laughs for all presented by Mark Thomas, executive director,
Oklahoma Press Association
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Friday, June 23
2:30 p.m..

Board buses for cross-campus trip to National Weather Service facilities

2:45-5:00 p.m.

Tour National Weather Service facilities, including National Severe Storm Laboratory, and see at work
the forecasters who predict the severe storms throughout the country

6:00 p.m.

Dinner and entertainment

8:30 p.m.

Hospitality time with refreshments and cash bar at Hix lodge

Saturday, June 24
6:30-8:30 a.m.

Breakfast at hotel

9:00-10:15 a.m.

Editorial critique sessions

10:30-11:00 a.m.

Reports on critique sessions

11:00 a.m.

Annual business meeting

Museum

6:30 p.m.

Lunch on your own. Afternoon reserved for tourist time. Visit sites on campus, such as the Fred Jones Jr.
of Art or the Sam Noble Museum of Natural History, which has a special section for children; take in Norman
shopping centers or the annual jazz festival going on at Andrews Park; or hit some interesting sites in
Oklahoma City, such as the zoo, the Kirkpatrick Center (a real hit for the kids and it’s inside), the art museum,
the Myriad Botanical Gardens, or the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum.
Annual Awards Dinner

Sunday, June 25
6:30-8:30 a.m.

Breakfast at hotel

Until 12 noon

Checkout time

Silent auction proceeds go for scholarships
By Vickie Canfield Peters
The third annual ISWNE Silent Auction
takes place this June as part of the ISWNE
conference in Norman, Okla. Funds raised
during the event support the ISWNE
Foundation, the non-profit arm of the
organization that provides conference
scholarships for weekly editors.
Items put on the auction block are as varied as the folks who bring them. The first
auction featured articles native to the conference attendees’ state or country. Last
year, sale items became more diverse,
ranging from Cuban coffee to photo-
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graphs to the chance to have a character
in a novel named for the highest bidder.
There is no maximum or minimum cost
of auction items. For some, the choice of
item is based on ease of packing in a suitcase. Others stick to a newspaper theme,
making books a popular choice. Items
made by the donor always go over well as
do baskets filled with a variety of interesting articles.
Auction items will be displayed throughout the conference with plenty of opportunities to bid. The auction closes Saturday
night during the awards banquet. Items
become the property of the highest bidder

with payment
due Saturday
night. We are
unable to accept
credit cards but
will take checks
and the everpopular cash. All
prices realized
are payable in
United States
Vickie Canfield Peters
funds.
Contact me at
vcanfieldp@hotmail.com with questions
about the auction.
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International Society of Weekly Newspaper Editors
52nd Annual Conference, June 21-25, 2006 • University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK
Conference Coordinator: Harry Hix, University of Oklahoma
E-mail: hix@ou.edu • Telephone: office (405) 325-4137, cell (405) 613-1956, fax (405) 325-7565,
home (405) 780-7325 • www.iswne.org

Registration Form
Mail registration form to: Harry Hix, ISWNE, 2015 N. Crescent Dr., Stillwater, OK 74075 USA
Early registration deadline: May 15, 2006. Please register by this date.
Later registration: After May 15, please add $25 per person to the registration.

Full Conference Registration
Arriving Wednesday, June 21, 2006—Departing Sunday, June 25, 2006
For Tuesday, June 20, arrival, add $65 for the hotel room
" One person per room—$600 per person
" Two people per room—$450 per person

Additional persons per hotel room
" Child—$220 per person
" Adult—$265 per person

" Banquet only
Attend the Saturday, June 23, Awards Banquet only for $35 per person.
Make own arrangements for accommodations.
"

I would like to participate in the editorial critique session on June 24

Name
Mailing Address:

Telephone numbers:
E-mail address

Country

Postal Code/Zip

Company/Affiliation

Room Assignments and Fees

Payment Option

Name (1)
1x=
Name (2)
1x=
" Roommate is registering separately (enter name above)
" Please assign roommate
Name (3)
1x=
Name (4)
1x=
Total =

" Checks in U.S. Funds
Make checks payable to: ISWNE Conference
Mail to:
Harry Hix, ISWNE
2015 N. Crescent Dr.
Stillwater, OK 74075 USA
April 2006
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NEWS
ISWNEWS
Yellow Springs News earns several awards

The Yellow Springs News in Ohio received the General Excellence
Award among the state’s smallest weeklies in the 2006 Osman C.
Hooper Newspaper Show, the principal contest for Ohio weekly
papers.
The News last won a General Excellence Award in 1985.
In addition to the General Excellence prize, the News received six
awards in the Hooper Show, which was sponsored by the Ohio
Newspaper Association (ONA) and its Weekly Newspaper
Committee.
The results of the contest were announced at the ONA’s annual
convention on Feb. 9 in Columbus. The 2006 contest included
newspapers published between Aug. 1, 2004, and July 31, 2005.
The Hooper Show included 78 newspapers, both paid-for and freedistribution papers, which were divided into five divisions based
on total circulation. The News competed against 15 other newspapers in the division representing Ohio’s smallest weeklies,
papers with less than 2,132 circulation.
News editor Robert Mihalek, who is a member of ISWNE, received
a first-place award for editorial writing. The paper also received
first-place prizes for in-depth reporting and advertising.

Historical Society recognizes Jane Steinmetz

Long-time ISWNE member Jane Steinmetz and her husband, Jon,
were inducted into the Park Forest (Ill.) Historical Society’s Hall of
Fame on April 2. The main criteria for election are consistent, substantial, and beneficial contributions to the life and citizens of
Park Forest over a considerable span of time.
In her nomination by the Rev. Dr. Stephen Hanning, Jane’s affiliation with ISWNE was obliquely mentioned. To produce the
award-winning church newsletter, Hanning said, “Jane collaborated with newspaper people around the country.”
Steinmetz credited Bob Hammes, Rick Friedman, and Phoebe
Baker for giving her wonderful advice.
She and Jon are also moving to the mountains of western North
Carolina. Their new address as of May 15: 38 Springside Court,
Hendersonville, NC 28791.
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Leslie O’Donnell’s paper wins New England honor

The Derry (N.H.) News received a Distinguished Newspaper award
in the New England Newspaper Association contest, in the category for non-dailies over 5,000 circulation. ISWNE member Leeslie
O’Donnell is editor of the Derry News.
The results were announced March 17 at the annual awards
luncheon at the Spring Publishers Conference at the Marriott Long
Wharf in Boston. The newspapers were judged in several areas —
quality of reporting, editing, content photography and design —
by six editors from across the country.
The New England Newspaper Association is the regional professional organization for the newspapers in the six New England
states: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island and Vermont.

West Valley View has two newsroom openings

The West Valley View, a 68,000-circulation twice-weekly in the
Phoenix, Ariz., metro area, has openings for the following newsroom personnel:
• A full-time position for a general assignment reporter. Must
have a journalism degree or two years of news-writing experience.
• A full-time position for someone with strong copy-editing and
page layout skills.
Resumes should be sent to Editor, West Valley View, 200 W.
Wigwam Blvd., Litchfield Park, AZ 85340, or emailed to
editor@westvalleyview.com.

Stebbins, colleague travel to Taiwan

ISWNE executive director Chad Stebbins and a colleague from
Missouri Southern State University traveled to Taiwan in midApril to establish an international English program at Kuochi
Senior Vocational High School in Kaohsiung.
MSSU would become the first licensed American university to
teach courses in Taiwan in an agreement signed on April 20. The
agreement, which has the support of Taiwan’s vice premiere, also
could lead to KSVH students attending MSSU upon graduation.
Located in the southern part of Taiwan, Kaohsiung is the island’s
largest industrial center. The city has a population of 1.5 million.
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ISWNE new members
Ryan Grigg, editor and publisher of the
Circle (Mont.) Banner, moved to Montana
from rural Nebraska about 15 years ago to
work as a photographer/darkroom tech for
a weekly paper in Deer Lodge — The Silver
State Post. He left after two years and
worked for a traveling children’s theatre in
Missoula as an actor/director. He met his
wife and business partner, Brit, while acting at a theatre in Fort Peck, Mont.
“She was the choreographer (I figured if I
dated the choreographer I wouldn’t have
to dance — not so),” Grigg said. “We married and a week later moved to Circle and
started learning the newspaper business.
After three years of ‘learning the ropes’ we
signed the papers on Jan. 1, 2005.”
Guy Townsend is
editor of The
Flemingsburg
Gazette in
Kentucky. He started out in the academic field, earning a Ph.D. in history from Tulane
University and
teaching in colleges in Florida,
South Dakota, and
Georgia. He left academia for the newspaper business in the late 1970s, working first
as a staff writer for the Blytheville (Ark.)
Courier News. He left the Courier News to
edit two small weeklies in Indiana,
returned to the Courier News for another
stint as staff writer, and then worked as
associate editor of Practical Horseman
Magazine.
At the age of 40, Townsend decided to go
to law school and become a prosecutor. He
resigned his position as an assistant attorney general in Tennessee rather than apol-
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ogize “to an incompetent judge for telling
him, in open court, that I was not going to
be a party to the fraud he was perpetrating
on the community.”
Townsend “retired,” but decided to get
back into the newspaper business. He and
his wife bought The Flemingsburg Gazette
three years ago and have been “pissing off
the natives of this northern Kentucky community ever since.”
J. Leland Gourley is
editor, publisher,
and CEO of
Oklahoma City
FRIDAY,
Oklahoma’s largest
suburban weekly
newspaper, which
he founded in
1974. FRIDAY has
been named the
state’s best weekly
13 times in annual
competition sponsored by the Oklahoma Press Association.
Gourley is currently president of Central
Oklahoma Newspaper Group, a pub-rep
for 21 papers, and vice president and treasurer of Suburban Graphics, Inc., a newspaper printing company. He was the recipient of a Bronze Star and five combat Battle
Stars in World War II, fighting in The
Battle of the Bulge, Battle for Brittany, and
Capture of Trier.
After military duty, in 1947, Gurley
became publisher of the Henryetta (Okla.)
Daily Free-Lance. In 1958, Oklahoma Gov.
Howard Edmondson tapped Gourley to be
his chief of staff. Gourley founded State
Capitol Bank in 1963, and it became one
of the 10 fastest-growing small banks in
America. He sold his bank and the
Henryetta newspaper in 1973.

Hank Bond is editor
and co-publisher of
the Nicolas News in
Carlisle, Ky. He and
his wife, Marilyn,
started the paper as a
web site/rack and
stack, converted it to
paid circulation, and
earned second class
and legal status for
Nicholas County.
Bond began a 13-year radio career in 1967
and also served a three-year stint as sports
information director at Kentucky State
University. He was publisher of the
Georgetown (Ky.) News & Times for three
years before buying the weekly Carlisle
(Ky.) Mercury in 1987. He and his wife also
opened a new weekly in Lewis County, Ky.,
and Robertson County, Ky., before selling
their papers to the Park Newspaper company in 1992.
Bond also served as owner/operator of
Fastprint in Greenup, Ky., and general
manager of the Hardinsburg (Ky.) Herald
News. He was recruited to take the publisher’s job of the Pahrump (Nev.) Valley
Times in 1999 and spent 18 months in
that position before joining Donrey Media
in Las Vegas as the editor of 15 community publications.
Community Newspaper Holdings, Inc.
(CNHI) hired Bond to run the daily
Sweetwater (Texas) Reporter in 2001.
When the publisher of the Big Spring
(Texas) Herald died, CNHI promoted Bond
to that position. Bond also served as general manager/publisher of Easley
Publications in South Carolina and as publisher of the McCreary County Voice in
Whitley City, Ky., before starting the
Nicholas News in July 2005.
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Editorials now appearing in his paper
By Jeremy Condliffe
Editor
Congleton Chronicle
Congleton, Cheshire, England
Those of you who have signed up for the
newspaper swap should have received your
copy of the Congleton Chronicle by now,
and somewhere in there you might have
spotted an editorial.
Most of you won’t know but when I attended my first ISWNE conference last year, the
editorial — or rather the lack of — was
something that a number of people commented upon. A newspaper should have a
voice in the community and all that. Back I
came to England and decided that, by golly,
I would have an editorial.
I set myself three rules: (1) I would not lecture readers and would write as if they were
across the table from me in the pub; (2) I’d
have to offend some leaders in the community but I’d always try to be constructive —
if I were going to criticise, I’d at least offer a
suggestion of my own (unless they really
deserved all they got); (3) If I’d nothing to
say, there’d be no column that week. I wasn’t going write anything, just for the sake of
it.
I soon discovered that writing the editorial
was easy once something had got me going;
in fact the problem was sticking to the 500
words or so that space allowed.
The first editorial was an introductory column in August and the only one that followed the advice given by Susan Belliveau
from Nova Scotia — start every editorial off
with “what the hell is wrong with...” (I think
she meant for me to go back and moderate
that first line, but it’s a good way to get
going.)
“What the hell is wrong with the English?”
was the theme and it was about visiting
Australia and then Canada and being
struck by how friendly everyone was...then
realising that it’s not them being friendly,
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it’s the people at home who can be miserable beggars.
After that, I’ve produced columns on a variety of local news issues, a couple on national issues and one exhorting parents to let
their kids walk to school. (A friend had lifesaving treatment for cancer, treatment for
which she qualified only by having a high
bone density. The doctor told her there’s
only one way of getting high bone density:
plenty of exercise as a child. If her mother
hadn’t made her walk to school, she would
have died.)
Other ISWNE members, whose wise words
disappear without a ripple into the weekly
pond of public opinion, might be a little
upset to learn that nearly every column has
generated letters to the editor.
If it eases the pain, the one that generated
the most was not written by me. I invite
readers to send in guest editorials, on the
grounds that it might generate good copy
and give me a week off.
A local man wrote in complaining about
the tactics of local hospital campaigners
who, he felt, were not accurately portraying
the facts about the health board’s plans to
move the maternity ward to a different hospital and — according to campaigners —
close the accident and emergency department at the nearest main hospital.
He was basically right (though, it later transpired, motivated by the fact that one of the
campaigners had bent his finger back during a heated argument outside the local
food store) but his column provoked pages
of letters, with people who would normally
support freedom of speech demanding that I
deprive the author of his right to express an
opinion. Criticise the well-intentioned at
your peril.
The next biggest reaction was for a column I
dashed off in five minutes before going on
holiday. I’d missed the week before and felt
that two weeks without an editorial was too
much.

For those who don’t
follow English politics too closely
(shame!) the
Liberal Democrats
— that’s the party
that always comes
third — have a
new leader. Out
went Scot Charles
Kennedy, the likeable party boss of
some years, whose
love of his native
Jeremy Condliffe
whisky had led to a
whispering campaign, and in came a fellow by the name of
Menzies Campbell. A former Olympic athlete he was no slouch but seemed a bizarre
choice — he was relatively old (unlike the
Labour and Conservative leaders) and his
name is pronounced Ming — as in the baddie in Flash Gordon and close to an English
slang word for “ugly,” minging.
The topic was of no local interest but I
thought it was funny and dashed off 500
words, in passing mentioning that I thought
Prime Minister Tony Blair had done a
decent job. I might as well have plastered “I
love Tony” on the front page for the reaction it got (though as the paper is often
attacked for being a Conservative mouthpiece, I’m not complaining).
The most common topic has been regionalisation. The Government clearly has an
agenda of regionalisation, either because
the E.C. — the European Commission — will
only give out grant aid on a regional basis,
or because someone somewhere signed a
European treaty that says we have to, Either
way, no one’s admitted to it and they’re all
pretending we’ve got a choice in getting
regional government. It’s an important topic
but one that it’s just too boring for people to
get fired up about.
Either way, it’s figured in several columns so
far and doubtless will crop up again.
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Condliffe editorial results in letters to editor
By Jeremy Condliffe
Editor
Congleton Chronicle
Congleton, Cheshire, England
March 30, 2006

This editorial followed a one-day strike, on
March 28, among lower paid government
workers.
Perhaps we should just have as the heading
to this column “how stupid does the
Government think we are?” every week,
because we keep returning to the topic.
If you live in Congleton, you may have
noticed that one of the town’s high schools
was closed this week. If it was collection day,
your bins weren’t taken as, along with the
rest of the country, local services effectively
ground to a halt, or slowed down quite considerably.
The reason for this is that the Government
doesn’t appear to value the workers that
keep the cogs turning quite as much as the
cogs themselves. Teachers, uniformed police,
members of the Civil Service and the Armed
Forces obviously perform a valued and
essential role in our society and are rewarded for that in their salaries and with a good
pension. But the administrators, classroom
assistants, dinner ladies and drivers are not.
Neither are the borough’s key administrators, bin men, home helps, environmental
health officers and emergency services control room staff — the very people that keep
the community of Congleton ticking over.
Faced with a 1.5 to 2% rise in pension contributions over the next 20 years for its army
of public sector workers, the Government
needs to cut costs. And what better place to
start than with those with the least to start
with?
While giving teachers, police officers and
civil servants the go-ahead to retire early
and reap the rewards of their long service,
the Government has said that support staff
should be made to stay at work until at least
65, if they want their full pension.
Fat cats? The pensions are estimated to be
just £3,800 a year, dropping to £1,600 for
women — a payout of £31 a week.
Of course if they want to leave at 60, as they
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are entitled under the terms they have been
paying in under since 1974, the pension will
be even lower.
And, yes, most private sector employees are
expected to work until 65 but the point is
the Government is discriminating between
colleagues who work side-by-side and cherry
picking who gets the benefits of working in
public life.
Fair play and parity is all the workers are
asking for — no pay rises or increases —
and if they don’t get it then we may see
cracks creep into the services we take for
granted.
Never mind Congleton Police Station being
unmanned, what if the control room at
Winsford didn’t pick up, you had to empty
your own bins, and there was no one there
to offer support to elderly people struggling
at home or children in need of social care?
Moreover, the Government may be facing a
pensions crisis but it also cites another reason for scrapping the pension scheme. It
says European legislation makes the pension
illegal, because it discriminates against people with shorter service (aged 61 with 24
years’ service means retirement, aged 60
with 24 years does not).
But surely the Government has a say in
what’s been decided in Europe? In fact wasn’t Mr. Blair the E.U. president quite recently? It really expects us to believe that it forgot its own pension agreements and allowed
though a Euro law that then made its own
contracts illegal? Again, how stupid do they
think we are?
It may have only been for one day, but if
John Prescott does not get back to the table,
the biggest strike in 80 years could become a
regular fixture. And for a party that allegedly stands up for the individual it’s a bit of
rum do.

Letters to the Editor
April 6, 2006
Dear Sir, — Your editorial in last week’s
newspaper had many of my sentiments written to perfection.
All public service workers should be treated
the same, especially when it comes to pensions and retirement age. I could put for-

ward a very good argument as to why we
need refuse collectors more than a chief
executive of a council.
It is not long ago, and when the Liberal
Democrats were in charge of the council,
that top big wigs went on gardening leave
and then left with big fat pensions.
If there are shortfalls in pension provision
for workers, cuts at the very top would make
greater savings and make the quality of life
better for more public service workers in
retirement, and they should all finish at the
same age.
This makes equitable sense and through
these columns I would like to support our
front line public service workers in their fight
for equality.
As for you, Mr. Editor, I am beginning to
think you may be head hunted for a job on
the New Statesman! — Yours faithfully,
WIN GRIMSHAW LEWIS
Congleton.
*

*

*

*

*

Dear Sir, — I am an employee of Cheshire
County Council and a member of Unison. I
am a working mum and a member of the
local government pension scheme. I pay
monthly contributions, the amount being a
percentage of my wage. I voted to strike to
protect the L.G.P.S.
My reason is simple — I do not believe the
Government should have the right to
change the conditions of my pension.
Anyone who signs up for a loan, pension or
mortgage agrees to certain rules and conditions. If they were to later discover that what
they’ve agreed to actually means nothing,
they would not be impressed. If a loan company turned to a customer and stated that
they would have to pay more interest for a
longer period than agreed, there would be
uproar. Customers would write to watchdog
expecting sympathy and justice.
So can someone please explain to me why
people who chose to strike have come under
fire?
Some ignorant people seem to be under the
impression that tax payers fund our pensions.
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Most pensions I know of involve contributions from the employer as well as those of
the employee.
If it is true tax payers are paying for our
retirement, then we are being ripped off
even more than previously thought! Not
only do we put part of our wages aside for
L.G.P.S., we pay tax too!
Bet that’s a real shock for some — L.G.P.S.
members pay tax. That could also mean
that some of us even contribute to our own
wages; emptying our own bins, cleaning our
own streets, etc.
As it happens I won’t be as adversely affected as older L.G.P.S. contributors. As I am a
mother and had time out of employment, I
will have to work past the age of 60 anyway. However, as I stated earlier, I signed an
agreement with terms and conditions that
were not supposed to be subject to change.
I have to say that I was astounded by the
audacity of the complaining auxiliary
nurse. She must work for an agency. If not,
she must work for the N.H.S. That would
make her comments even harder to swallow.
If she works for the N.H.S. then she must be
aware of the Agenda for Change which
could affect her wage and therefore her pension?
I would expect a little more compassion.
A good many people on picket lines across
the country also have kids. They have had
to consider the welfare and future of their
children for a little longer than the time
schools are closed due to strike action.
Pensions are for the benefit of our families,
too.
All of these people complaining about the
effect of our action appear to be selfish hyp-

ocrites. I am sure there would be more complaints from these people if elderly or disabled relatives received second rate care, if
rats were everywhere because bins weren’t
emptied, etc.
Most careers are exempt from strike action
due to the risk to clients’ welfare. If our jobs
are not going to provide decent wages and
pensions, nobody is going to want to do
them. Job satisfaction alone will not provide
a secure future. — Yours faithfully,
SARAH BOOTH
*

*

*

*

*

Dear Sir, — I read with some amusement
your editorial about local government pensions and the Government’s attempts to cut
back on these benefits, often for relatively
low paid workers.
Almost one of the first things that Labour
did when it came to power was to award
Members of Parliament a large pay rise.
Behind the scenes, they were making some
even bigger changes to Members of
Parliament pensions, awarding themselves
the best pension deal that this country has
ever seen, and will probably never see
again.
Firstly, the scheme is now a one-fortieth one.
For each year in office, the member receives
an index-linked pension of one fortieth of
their salary. Compare this with most other
people who are in a one-sixtieth or oneeightieth scheme.
Those with personal pensions have suffered
from Labour’s tax raid on pension funds
that nets The Treasury an additional £5 bil-

lion a year.
Members of Parliament pay 10% of their
salaries to their pension fund, the balance
being paid for by the taxpayers. Over the
years Members of Parliament have been living longer, investments have under performed and so on, much the same as everyone else.
Now here is where Members of Parliament
tend to differ from the rest of us. We are told
to work longer, take smaller pensions, save
more of our own money, etc. Not our
Members of Parliament!
They just raid the bottomless pit of taxpayer’s money. The Government actuary, who
reports on the Parliamentary pension fund
every three years, has just ruled that the
level of Exchequer contributions should go
up from 24% to 26.8%!
Why do our Members of Parliament have
such favourable treatment? I’m not sure, but
perhaps one or two of them would care to
write to the “Chronicle” explaining why
council workers should take pension cuts
while they do not? I doubt it somehow. It’s a
case of “Do as I say, not as I do”.
I recall my grandfather, a smallholder at
Braddock Hay, listening to the radio. I must
have been very young at the time. Some
Government minister had started to talk and
my grandfather got up, switched the radio
off and said “ee’s got ‘is snout in the
trough.”
I didn’t understand what he meant at the
time, but I think that I now do. — Yours
faithfully,
J. A. POOLE
Knypersley

Name the ISWNE
newsletter
Perhaps you have noticed that our newsletter doesn’t
have a name. The ISWNE Board of Directors is sponsoring
a contest to name the newsletter, with the winner receiving
an ISWNE denim shirt and cap (a $50 value).

Submit your suggestions to Chad Stebbins at
stebbins-c@mssu.edu.
April 2006
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View sues sheriff for public records
By Robin N. Clayton
West Valley View
Litchfield Park, Ariz.
March 17, 2006
The West Valley View has filed a lawsuit
against the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office
contending that the Sheriff’s Office is breaking state law by withholding public records.
The lawsuit, which was filed in Arizona
Superior Court March 16 by View attorney
Dan Barr, states that the Sheriff’s Office’s
conduct regarding failure to release public
records to the newspaper is a violation of
Arizona Revised Statutes and “constitutes a
failure by a public body and public officials
to perform a duty required by law as to
which they have no discretion.”
The incidents listed in the lawsuit include
the failure of the Sheriff’s Office to respond
to several public records requests by the
View, including requests for press releases
routinely sent to many media agencies
across the county, but denied to the View.
“With very few exceptions, the Maricopa
County Sheriff’s Office has continued to
refuse to email, or otherwise provide, its
press releases to the West Valley View
despite the [View’s] oral and written public
records requests for contemporaneous access
to those press releases,” the lawsuit states.

No coverage of Cave Creek
“The Sheriff’s Office is keeping residents of
Maricopa County from finding out what is
going on with their police protection and
law enforcement agency,” View Publisher
Elliott Freireich said.
The View’s coverage area includes sections
of unincorporated Maricopa County as well
as Litchfield Park, which contracts with the
Sheriff’s Office for police protection.
“We think they are doing it because they
are angry at the View for the coverage they
have received,” Freireich added.
View Editor Jim Painter agreed.
“Sheriff Arpaio’s public information officer
Lt. Paul Chagolla, based on a conversation I
had with him back in November, indicated
that he would like to dictate to this newspaper what we can and cannot print,” Painter
said.
On Nov. 7, 2005, Chagolla told Painter that
he would no longer e-mail press releases to

the View “because of the fact that we like to
see that our work is fruitful and we’ve sent
you multiple story ideas, multiple releases,
and quite frankly don’t see them covered,”
according to the complaint filed with the
courts.
A number of the releases that the Sheriff’s
Office wanted the View to print were releases regarding such issues as the department’s
contracts with the cities of Cave Creek and
Fountain Hills, Painter said.
“These issues have nothing whatsoever to do
with the residents of the West Valley View
circulation area,” he added.
When Painter asked Chagolla to send the
press releases to the View, Chagolla responded that he was not going to put the View on
the e-mail list because “it’s my prerogative
to do so,” the lawsuit states.
“It is not appropriate for a public body or a
mid-level bureaucrat to make that decision,”
Painter said.

A failure to communicate
According to the lawsuit, the View’s attorney
wrote to the Sheriff’s Office attorney Jack
MacIntyre on two different occasions asking
for press releases that had been sent to multiple other news media, including some
more than 3,000 miles away from Maricopa

County, but MacIntyre and the Sheriff’s
Office failed to respond to either letter.
The first correspondence sent Nov. 14, 2005,
asked the Sheriff’s Office “to provide the
[View] all of its press releases at the same
time that it provides that information to
other news media.”
The second request, sent Dec. 22, stated that
despite the November request, covered by
the Arizona Public Records Law, the View
“has yet to receive one press release from the
Sheriff’s Office since the date of [the] letter,”
the lawsuit states.
Sheriff’s Office officials did not respond to
either correspondence.
The lawsuit contends that the Sheriff’s
Office’s refusal to produce the public records
“exceeds its jurisdiction or legal authority to
do so, and has been done in an arbitrary
and capricious manner and in bad faith.”
The lawsuit states that the View “will suffer
irreparable harm and damage from the
ongoing violation of its rights and the public
breaches of law,” and asks for the court to
direct the Sheriff’s Office to comply with
Arizona Revised Statutes and release the
requested records.
The suit also asks for the View to be awarded taxable costs and reasonable attorneys’
fees related to the lawsuit.

Are we ready for an octogenarian as county sheriff?
By Jim Painter
West Valley View
Litchfield Park, Ariz.
March 28, 2006
It’s now been about a week and a half since
the West Valley View filed a complaint
against the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office
for its failure to comply with Arizona’s
Public Records Law. We now have some
good news and some bad news to report in
regard to the lawsuit.
First, the good news: The complaint was
filed at 12:51 p.m. on Thursday, March 16.
On Friday afternoon, Lt. Paul Chagolla emailed the View a photo of Deputy Robert
Russ. It was a photo that another MCSO
public information officer had told us we
couldn’t have.
The bad news is that it came too late to run

the picture with our
article about how
Deputy Russ, using
keen law-enforcement skills, managed to nab a couple of bank-robbery
suspects as they
were leaving the
scene of the crime
in Litchfield Park.
We still think
Jim Painter
Deputy Russ
deserves recognition
for his efforts, so we’ve published his picture
in this editorial. Good work, Deputy Russ.
It’s not your fault that your boss’s PR flacks
are so clueless.
In addition to Deputy Russ’s photo, we also
got a press release from the Sheriff’s Office

continued on page 13
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Harris targets editor in flyers
By Liz Case
Belfair (Wash.) Herald
March 23, 2006
Community activist and Belfair Herald critic
Bob Harris took his attacks on the newspaper
to a new level last week by posting several
mock sex-offender flyers around North
Mason featuring a picture of Herald editor
Kevan Moore.
Last Tuesday, March 14, a call came into the
office of The Herald with a report of a troubling flyer being posted around Belfair
involving Moore. The flyer turned out to be a
photocopy of a Mason County Sheriff’s sexoffender information bulletin, with the photo
of the offender replaced by a photo of the editor.
The altered flyers contained information
about a Level III sex offender who had failed
to register his whereabouts with Mason
County; Level III offenders are considered the
most dangerous and most likely to reoffend.
The photo of Moore was apparently clipped
from a larger photo that was missing from
Moore’s desk at the Herald office.
The bogus flyers had been taped up at several
locations around Belfair and Allyn. A Belfair
hairdresser had found one on her business’
window and turned it in to The Herald.
This reporter, manning the Herald office
while Moore put together last week’s edition
in Shelton, turned in a copy of the flyer to the
Belfair substation of the sheriff’s office, filing
a report with the sheriff.
Brian Petersen, a Belfair chiropractor and
friend of Moore, was outraged at the flyer
and traveled around the two communities,
collecting all of the postings he could locate.
Petersen later confirmed that videos taken by
security cameras mounted at two Belfair
banks recorded an individual making the
postings; he was able to actually view the
video made by the cameras at Kitsap
Community Federal Credit Union.
The video, according to Petersen, showed a
flyer being taped up by Belfair businessman
Harris.
Harris is the now-retired owner of Bob’s
General Store, an active participant in community affairs and an outspoken critic of
Moore.
Harris had initially denied any knowledge of
the postings, including during one visit to the
Herald office, when he said he was being
blamed for the flyers and asked Petersen if
April 2006

Petersen had put them up. But according to
other sources, when presented with images of
the video evidence, he admitted the postings.
He also admitted the postings to Mason
County Sheriff Steve Whybark. Whybark also
confirmed that his office is conducting followup work to determine if the postings qualify
as criminal action under present law.
“The matter has been brought before the
state legislature,” Whybark said, “so it’s obviously an area of increasing concern.” The reference is to a bill outlawing misuse of sexoffender notifications, which passed the
House in February by voice vote but did not
make it to the Senate floor.
Petersen considers Harris’ actions to be part of
an escalating pattern of harassment against
Moore. He said Harris has written numerous
caustic letters to the editor of The Herald in
the last few years that have been very critical
of Moore and has called for his firing.
“Bob has used the reader board in front of his
store (on State Route 3) to post critical comments about Kevan,” Petersen added. “And
he’s had yard signs made and distributed
with pointed criticism of Kevan.
The most recent of the yard signs posted all
over North Mason showed the universal symbol of the red circle and slash, with the words,
“No Moore Bad News” and the slash through
the word “Moore.”
“It’s very plain that Harris’ actions have
passed the bounds of the protections of free
speech and have entered, very intentionally,
into a personal vendetta against Kevan,”
Petersen opined. “I’m personally very disgusted that anyone would think that someone

should have to take this kind of abuse, this
bullying, just because he’s in a position of
public comment.”
Another community activist, Mike Greene,
who has been speaking out against residents’
attacks on each other for some time, was so
disturbed about the flyers that he organized a
meeting last week. Facilitated by University of
Washington communications professor
Brooke Quigley, the gathering included
Petersen, Butch Boad, Randy Neatherlin and
Lee Swoboda. Greene wanted his fellow
activists to condemn the flyers and to discuss
how the community could reverse the divisiveness that has hampered North Mason.
Greene, who is also Fire District 2 chief,
knows how a public attack feels. He was the
loser of a contentious hospital commission
race last fall in which emergency-room doctors called him an incompetent paramedic.
He said Harris’ actions with the flyers were
despicable, inexcusable and an insult to the
citizens of Belfair. He believes the postings
amounted to a hate crime.
Greene is on the board of the North Mason
Community Voice, a civic issues group for
which Harris was serving as public information officer. The organization accepted Harris’
resignation from the post at its meeting
Monday night.
“I hope it’s a turning point for the community,” said Greene of the flyer incident. “I hope
our community sees this as a call to action to
change our communication model.” He said
he wanted a community code of conduct
defining how North Mason citizens would
treat each other.

Octogenarian as county sheriff? from page 12
that same afternoon. It was about a missing woman in Sun City. We haven’t heard from
our friends at the Sheriff’s Office since then. We tried to get them to tell us what was going
on in Tonopah on March 15. Some people who live in the area called us to see if we knew
why the area was crawling with sheriff’s cars, deputies and mysterious trucks. True to form,
the Sheriff’s Office failed to return our reporter’s phone calls concerning the incident.
Perhaps they were all out there just trying to clean up after another one of the sheriff’s Sun
City-esque traffic accidents, like the one he had a couple of years ago when he accidentally
hit the gas pedal rather than the brake pedal. It’s something to think about in the next
sheriff’s election. The current sheriff is already in his mid-seventies. If he’s elected again,
he’ll be close to 80 by the time his term expires. Is it any wonder his most ardent supporters
live in the Sun Cities?
Perhaps five years from now, instead of Walker, Texas Ranger, we’ll have Arizona Sheriff,
with a Walker.
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In his cross-Harris
By Charles Gay
Editor and publisher
Shelton-Mason County Journal
Shelton, Wash.
March 23, 2006
A community that kills the messenger is not
going to succeed. That’s the underlying reality of last week’s ugly incident in which Bob
Harris posted fake sex-offender flyers with a
photo of Belfair Herald editor Kevan Moore.
For when a scapegoat journalist trying to
inform North Mason is constantly under
attack for his bias, the real issues — the lack
of the community’s ability to communicate
and the urgent need to plan for the future —
are obscured.
Harris is a member of a group that has told
this publisher that the editor of The Herald,
not the people of North Mason, is the reason
for the fighting in the community. The
activist has told Kevan that Kevan is the root
of all evil in Belfair, and the editor has been
told by someone else that he would be run
out of town. As long as he is the focus and
factions continue their combat in public
meetings and on the pages of this newspaper,
the problems in the community won’t get
solved. With all that awaits North Mason in
the future, the community stalls planning at
its own peril.
Each side in any controversy needs to civilly
discuss the issue with the opposition, not
attack each other. One danger to the spectators in such a circus is that valuable people
sick of rancor instead of dialogue can be lost
to the community. It was with great sadness
that we read two weeks ago that award-winning science teacher Karen Lippy had been
threatened and told she would be run out of
town. That is no way to build a community,
unless you want a community with nothing
but people as mean as you are.
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Belfair is a traffic mess. It has the largest residential development in Mason County history poised on a nearby hill. It needs facilities
for its schoolchildren. It has a stormwater
problem. It depends on Hood Canal for its
livelihood but it is polluting that unique body
of water. It needs to plan for growth, for the
public facilities and infrastructure it needs.
The residents need to determine what they
want Belfair and North Mason to look like in
10 or 20 years so they can live in one of the
most spectacular settings on Earth with a
Belfair quality of life, not a Federal Way quality of life.
These plans cannot be made, these problems
cannot be solved, when people cannot talk to
each other without getting mad, when they
have conspiracy theories about each other,
when they attack each other personally and
when they want to control the information
the public gets about the issues. If these plans
are not made by the people of North Mason,
outside forces will determine the area’s future.
As anyone who has read The Herald or driven a North Mason thoroughfare in the last
few years knows, Harris’ actions last week
were a continuation of his long battle with
The Herald and The Journal. We stood by
while he attacked us, even though we
thought he was wrong, because his freedom
of speech is very important to us and we
would rather cover the news instead of
involve ourselves in a boxing match. Our
general policy would be to absorb punches,
not return them, because we realize that
every moment we spend sparring takes away
from our mission of covering North Mason.
At this point, though, when a nemesis puts a
photo of our editor on a sex-offender poster,
we must respond. It was more than an attack
on Kevan Moore. It was an attack on the
press and in a sense an attack on Belfair. It
was an attack on the integrity of the sheriff’s

sex-offender notification system. It
may surprise you
to know that
there’s no law
against misusing
the notification
system. You can’t
go to jail for putting a neighbor’s
face and name on
a false sex-offender poster. That’s a
Charles Gay
whole different
editorial and food
for thought for the legislature.
We do have a few questions for Harris. How
would he like it if someone put up sex-offender posters with his photo on them? In Bellingham, two sex offenders were murdered by a
man using information from the notification
system. What if Kevan had been doing a
story at a school or was walking down the
street holding the hand of a friend’s small
child and someone who had seen the poster
went ballistic? How would Harris have
explained his little joke to Kevan’s parents if
Kevan had gotten his head blown off by
someone who saw the poster? How did he
obtain a photo of Kevan that was under glass
on the editor’s desk? And it’s been a week
now. Would it be too much to ask for him to
apologize to his victim?
Harris’ actions last week are the actions of
one man. Unfortunately they are an over-thetop symptom of a disease called the civic
attack syndrome that has infected many
communities including North Mason.
North Mason, and America in general, need
to heal up. The prescription is a bottle of civil
dialogue.
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Taylor Newspaper Family receives recognition
From bird seed to specialized grain proteins,
from tourism and community spirit to local
newspaper coverage, people in rural Kansas
are making the most of their opportunities
and resources.
Five of the most outstanding of those people
were recognized March 2 by the Huck Boyd
National Institute for Rural Development at
K-State as Leaders of the Year for 2006.
Among the five was the Taylor Newspaper
Family that publishes seven newspapers in
southeast Kansas.
The Taylor family can trace its lineage
through five generations in the newspaper
business. Rudy and Kathy Taylor, with their
son Andy Taylor and daughter Jennifer
Dively, represent the most recent generations.
The family included innovative printers and
newspapermen. Now the Taylors produce
seven community newspapers in southeast
Kansas with the priority on local news and
coverage. Gloria Freeland, director of the
Huck Boyd National Center for Community
Media, made the presentation to the Taylors,
citing them as excellent examples of community journalists.
She read one of “Life’s Little Lifesavers” which
Kathy Taylor pens each week, and talked
about the “Off the Cuff” column that has
been a mainstay of all Taylor newspapers for
the past 36 years.

Andy Taylor
spoke on
behalf of the
family. He
talked about
the challenge
of keeping
local newspapers in print
and used the
occasion to
encourage all
those involved
in rural
America to
“hang in
there.”
He said his
The Taylor family was honored by the Huck Boyd National Institute for Rural
uncle, Ken
Development at Kansas State University on March 2. Presenting the award was
George, owner Gloria Freeland (far left) of the Huck Boyd National Center for Community Media.
of Kopco, Inc., Members of the Taylor family include (second from left to far right) Andy Taylor,
in Caney
Kathy Taylor, Jennifer (Taylor) Dively, and Rudy Taylor.
recently chatted with him in
tures — just hang in there. We all have good
the company’s press room while the
reasons to be in rural Kansas and we need to
Montgomery County Chronicle was being
keep doing what brought us here today.”
printed.
The Taylors are publishers of the Oswego
George told Taylor, “Hang in there,” and
Independent, The Altamont Journal, The
those words stuck with him.
Chetopa Advance, The Edna Sun, The
“Sometimes it doesn’t take much to encourMontgomery County Chronicle, The Sedan
age you,” Taylor said. “So, I will pass along
Times-Star, and The Flint Hills Express.
that advice to all of you, in all of your ven-

Waltners travel to Boston for NENA conference
ISWNE members Mary and Tim L. Waltner
were in Boston March 15-18, attending the
Spring Publishers Conference of the New
England Newspaper Association.
Tim was invited as a speaker at the “Quest
for Excellence” conference, where he shared
his presentation on the importance of a
strong “connected” relationship between
community newspapers and the communities
they serve. It is essentially the same speech he
gave at the conference of the National
Newspaper Association in Boston in 1999.
That led to invitations to share it with newspaper groups in a dozen states; he is speaking
at the Kansas Newspaper Association convention in Wichita on April 22.
While in Boston Tim also participated as part
of a panel discussing on the state of New
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England newspapers. He was joined by Glen
Crevier, Minneapolis Star Tribune; Joann
Crupi, Albany Times Union; Bill Kovach,
Committee of Concerned Journalists, and
Saul Shapiro, The Waterloo (Iowa) Courier.
The five, along with ISWNE member Bill
Haupt, were judges in the NENA Newspaper
of the Year contest. The judges met in Boston
for that exercise in January and were all
invited to return for the March conference at
which the awards were presented.
Among those papers receiving awards was
the Eagle-Tribune of Andover, Maine. Leslie
O’Donnell, an ISWNE member, is on the staff
of the Eagle-Tribune and attended the conference.
The Waltners took advantage of the visit to
reconnect with ISWNE members Ellen

Albanese and Bill
Landers of Franklin,
Mass. In addition to
catching up with
the families — the
couples’ children
are about the same
age and first met
each other at the
1994 ISWNE conference in Calgary —
Ellen and Bill
served as “local
Tim Waltner
tour guides.” The
foursome visited
Cambridge, walking around the Harvard
campus as well as making a stop at the landmark Trinity Church in downtown Boston.
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Tax vote warrants an explanation
By Dan Hammes
Editor and publisher
St. Maries (Idaho) Gazette Record
March 8, 2006
Rep. Mary Lou Shepherd didn’t do right by
her constituents last week.
At least, not all of them.
Rep. Shepherd voted against legislation to
implement the state’s 25 cent gas tax on fuel
sold at Indian-owned stations on reservations. While the vote should please the 1,950
members of the Coeur d’Alene Tribe, the
other 40,000 residents Rep. Shepherd represents may question her sense of fairness.
And judgment.
The gas tax fight between the state of Idaho
and Indian tribes has extended over several
years. The dispute boils down to whether the
state can tax gas sales at Indian owned gas
stations on reservations. Tribes contend that
Idaho does not have the authority to levy the
tax because Indian tribes are sovereign from
state jurisdiction.

It has been a decent argument.
The tribes repeatedly won in court.
Because of those court decisions, the state collects no gas tax from the Indian owned stations on reservations. The state estimates the
loss of revenue at about $3 million annually.
But things changed recently.
Last year the Supreme Court ruled in a
Kansas case that Kansas could levy a gas tax
on Indian-owned enterprises. For our purposes, the nuances of the ruling are not important. The distinctions the court made to arrive
at its decision are best left to lawyers and
legal scholars. But the point is the Supreme
Court decided Kansas could collect the tax.
A point Rep. Shepherd missed completely.
Following the Supreme Court decision, legislators drafted a law based on the Kansas
statute to use in Idaho. The logic being that if
the Supreme Court deemed the law valid in
Kansas, it would be valid in Idaho. There is
no question the tax, which is used for highways and transportation, benefit everyone
regardless of ethnicity.

Naturally, tribal
leaders objected so
they lobbied
against the legislation.
They did well.
The bill died in
committee on a tie
vote.
Following the vote,
there was some discussion that state
and tribal leaders
Dan Hammes
would “negotiate”
about the tax over the next year. It’s unclear
exactly what there is to negotiate. That is, the
Supreme Court decided the tax, properly
applied, is legitimate. So the question begs to
be asked.
Why should some voters be exempt when
others must pay?
Perhaps Rep. Shepherd can explain the next
time she visits.

Ohio letter writer guilty of disorderly conduct
From The Lima (Ohio) News
After spending a chunk of the day in court
March 3, the Ada woman who wrote a letter
about shooting ultralight airplanes out of the
sky could end up paying a $150 fine.
A judge said he could not find Wilma Harris
guilty of inducing panic, which could have
come with up to a $1,000 fine, but did find
her guilty of disorderly conduct.
Harris, who wrote a letter to the editor
expressing her frustrations with the lightweight planes flying close to her Ada home,
was not happy with the ruling.
“I’m disappointed because it was them
breaking the law above my house that made
me write the letter, so I just wished that the
outcome would have been different,” she said
following the trial in Hardin County Munic-
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ipal Court. “I’m disappointed, but yet it kind
of came out the way I expected it to.”
Attorney Jerome Doute said they could
appeal the decision, and would discuss that
later with Harris and her family.
In one line of the letter to the editor that
appeared in the Ada Herald Aug. 11, 2005,
Harris wrote “I’d like to make them a target
in the sky, pretend they are some black bird
and shoot them down.”
Kevin A. Mierzejewski, the owner and operator of the privately owned Ada Airport, contacted the Hardin County Sheriff’s Office, the
Federal Aviation Administration and
Department of Homeland Security, and
closed the airport for three days after seeing
the letter. He testified Friday that he felt there
was a scary tone to the letter.
“When you say ‘shooting down,’ that is

killing a person, whether that be me, my
daughter or fellow pilots,” he said. “That is
darn scary.”
After more than five hours in court, including several breaks, Judge Gregory A. Grimslid
said that while the letter may have caused
alarm for some and the airport is a public
place, there was no evacuation and there had
been no scheduled flights during the time the
airport was closed.
“The court does not find that it has caused a
serious public inconvenience or alarm,” he
said, later adding that Harris did act recklessly in including comments about shooting the
planes in the letter.
Kenton Prosecutor Jason Miller argued that
the “fear of the unknown” caused people,
including three pilots who testified for the
prosecution, to be alarmed.
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President to co-publisher: ‘Hello, Helen’
By Gary Sosniecki
Co-editor and co-publisher
The Vandalia Leader
March 15, 2006
WASHINGTON — “Hello, Helen, how are
you?” President Bush said to The Leader’s copublisher as he reached over the blue-draped
railing, read her name tag and shook her
outstretched hand.
It was Friday morning in the Vista B room, a
medium-sized meeting room down two flights
of stairs from the lobby of the Wyndham
Washington Hotel.
President Bush had just spent more than an
hour talking to members of the National
Newspaper Association (NNA) attending our
annual Government Affairs Conference. His
appearance included a 21-minute speech and
44 minutes answering questions.
Helen had one of the best seats in the filledto-capacity room — second from the front, on
the far right — because, as the Missouri Press
Association’s new representative to the NNA,
she had attended an invitation-only
“Leadership Council” meeting at 7:15 a.m. in
the same room.
When doors reopened an hour later for the
rest of us — after we had passed through airport-type security that magically appeared
outside the room overnight — the best seat I
could find in the scramble was three tables
back. Fortunately for me, a spot opened up at
the table behind Helen’s that began a chain
reaction of seat swapping among our friends
from the Missouri delegation, who graciously
made room for me to sit next to Helen.
Helen and I had attended two prior NNA
Washington conferences, but never with the
president as a speaker. At our last conference,
in 2003, we heard two Democratic candidates
for president — Howard Dean and Dennis
Kucinich and visited the Pentagon the morning after war broke out in Iraq. We were hustled into a small auditorium and shown a
movie about China; our scheduled speaker
didn’t show, presumably because the war was
more important than entertaining a group of
small-town publishers.
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This year, the lineup of speakers was enticing:
Sen. John McCain. Sen. Barack Obama.
House Majority Whip Roy Blunt of Missouri.
Michael Chertoff, secretary of the Department
of Homeland Security. Postmaster General
John Potter. Admiral Stansfield Turner, director of the Central Intelligence Agency under
President Carter. And others whose names
were less familiar.
The announcement 10 days beforehand that
Bush would speak to us, too, was frosting on
the cake, even if it meant a trip to the State
Department was scratched from our schedule.
We found the president to be relaxed, in good
humor, generous with his time and comfortable taking questions. He focused on his audience visually as well as verbally. Twice I
sensed him making eye contact with me, no
more than 30 feet to his left. I did not look
away until he did.
We had heard that Bush might work the
crowd, shaking hands along the portable railing that separated the four oval tables in
front from an open space directly in front of
the podium. Each of the 14 tables in the
room had 10 chairs, all draped with fitted
white covers for the occasion. The tables were
squeezed together so tightly, presumably for
security, that it would be difficult for many to
approach the railing.
But Helen had clear access, and I told her
that if she had a chance, she should put
down her camera and try to shake the president’s hand.
At 10:50 a.m., she had that chance. Bush
came off the podium to his left and moved
toward the railing. Helen, my favorite
Democrat, was the second person whose
hand he shook.
I grabbed her camera and had time to snap
one picture that shows the president and a
small portion of Helen’s head.
About 10 hours later, our banquet speaker,
Ralph Begleiter, former CNN world affairs
conference, scolded us small-town publishers
for not printing enough international news in
our community newspapers.
I disagree with his premise — our mission is

to cover Vandalia
and Farber, and
our budget prevents much of a
reach beyond that
— but for two days
Helen and I had a
unique opportunity to hear a wide
range of perspectives on such international topics as
the war in Iraq,
Gary Sosniecki
the nuclear threat
in Iran and the
controversy over the proposed deal for the
United Arab Emirates to take over management of six U.S. ports.
You don’t normally read such news in The
Leader.
This week will be an exception.
*

*

*

*

*

We arrived at our hotel in Washington about
9:30 p.m. last Wednesday and headed downstairs in search of food. One cheeseburger
and fries, a personal pizza and two drinks
cost $37.56, not including tip, a bit more
than what we pay in Vandalia.
Welcome to Washington!
*

*

*

*

*

Rep. Blunt showed up early to speak to us
Thursday because he had been called to the
White House later in the morning.
“This is a very tough town with a short attention span,” Blunt said, joking that the only
person relieved by the ports controversy was
the vice president, whose hunting accident
moved off Page 1.
“I believe nothing is more important to a
community than a newspaper that wants the
community to succeed,” Blunt said.
Nothing is more harmful to a community, he
added, “than a newspaper that doesn’t care.”
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Despite the Internet, the printed product isn’t going away
By Hank Bond
Editor and co-publisher
Nicholas (Ky.) News
March 1, 2006
I was looking the other day at our Internet
site’s reporting software and I have become
amazed at the originating sites of many of
the visitors.
We get several from Canada, nearly every
state in the union and even as far away as
the Philippines. We have some who visit the
site nearly every day and some who have
been on the website only a time or two since
we have had it on the Internet.
Our website is now receiving about 1,000 hits
per week, and considering we have only had
the website actively online since the last day
or two of June I find that quite satisfying.
Almost daily we get an email or phone call
commenting on the site and requests for certain types of information to be included on
the updated site. We have listened and have
tried to make it user friendly while still maintaining certain parts of our weekly content
included only in the printed product.
We understand that to a degree there are
some people who only gather their news from
either television or the Internet. This is
becoming more true as each month passes.
Internet use spans the entire demographic
spectrum.
That said, we still have a specific goal to
make it a website which conveys life in
Carlisle and Nicholas County, with a sprinkling of the outside world from some reliable
sources. The printed product isn’t going to go
away, no matter what the doomsayers want
to express.

Covering the people of Carlisle and Nicholas
County can only be accomplished by including as much local news as possible.
Sometimes it takes help from others submitting articles to be published along with pictures, but most times it requires going out
there almost every day and gathering news
which directly impacts the people of the
county.
There is a national trend to believe that
newspapers will continue to diminish and
only the largest, most profitable newspapers
will survive.
I tend to believe the opposite.
The large newspapers operated by corporate
ownership face several financial obstacles.
First, financial ownership wants a significant
return on investment for the money plowed
into the properties.
Second, not only do these papers have to
make a margin of profit, operators must meet
budgeted profits, grow revenues, all in the
face of declining readership and increased
Internet use. Instead of tying them together
operators try to find more ways to charge
people.
Sure we all have to make a profit to stay in
business, that’s how it works.
When you look at this as a newspaper operator you have to value that there is very little
likelihood that Internet news site operators
will turn up at a high school basketball game
and take pictures of seniors or of scorers of
the 1,000 ilk or a picture of a 3-year-old
dressed in a cheerleading uniform. Small
town papers are dedicated to presenting news
that directly impacts the market they cover.
Carlisle has distinct advantages as a newspaper town. It is a concentrated municipality,

with only one
incorporated area.
There is only one
school district in
Nicholas County
and as you likely
know all 13 grades
are housed on one
campus. This
makes it possible to
present more news
of a local nature
Hank Bond
without the need
to load our publication with out of market
news.
That’s not to say we don’t try and address
some issues. We do follow the Kentucky
General Assembly and try to make note of
important legislation that will directly impact
the people who live here. There are many
national issues, if they are narrowed down,
that can have direct implications on this
market.
We also try to allow opinion to be a part of
our paper. From columns written by people
associated directly with the newspaper to
opinions from state and national representatives we endeavor to present viewpoints and
information to help spur thinking.
With this philosophy we continue to operate
our website for those wishing to view what is
available online and we make every effort to
make as many additions to the printed product as possible.
We appreciate everyone who uses our printed
product and our online site and look forward
to hearing of the changes or additions you
would like to make.
And so, for this week, thanks and thirty.

A participant in ISWNE’s annual newspaper exchange.
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Doynes wrong on reasons
Bonney Lake slow to enact fees
By George Le Masurier
Publisher
The Peninsula Gateway
Gig Harbor, Wash.
Oct. 20, 2005
Last week, in this newspaper, Melvain Doynes, a challenger for the
Bonney Lake City Council at-large Position 1, called out his opponent,
Dan Swatman, and the rest of the council for dragging its feet on
imposing traffic impact fees. He called Swatman and the council
“hypocrites” for complaining about urban sprawl while failing to act
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swiftly to enact measures that could have
slowed it down.
Incumbent council members and some
readers have responded angrily because
they believe Swatman, and the council,
never “resisted” the imposition of fees as
Donyes suggested.
Of course, imposing traffic impact fees
much sooner would have benefited the city
earlier. But Donyes’ statement goes beyond
that. He’s suggesting council did not implement traffic impact fees sooner because
some members, including Swatman,
George Le Masurier
opposed them.
That’s simply untrue. Swatman championed the cause, distinguishing
himself as the biggest supporter of traffic impact fees on the council.
In fact, in the last four years, council has passed all meaningful
impact fees and growth management ordinances by a 7-0 unanimous
vote, after active and open debate. Swatman usually led the charge in
favor. He never once opposed them. But Doynes might not know that
because he only started attending council meetings recently after filing for office.
In a letter to us explaining his comments, Doynes refers to council discussions on traffic impact fees in the late 1990s and early 2000s that
resulted in no action. He’s correct on that point, but he failed to
explain why the council couldn’t act.
It was primarily Mayor Bob Young, not the council, who opposed traffic impact fees. At one time, Mayor Young said he would not support
the fees because Bonney Lake needed more affordable housing and
impact fees would drive up house prices.
Mayor Young not only refused to consider impact fees, he vetoed at
least one council decision to require impact fees for parks. When
council finally implemented traffic impact fees in 2003, Mayor Young
hesitated in signing the ordinance into law, which allowed developers
a few extra days to get project applications in before the fees took
effect.
The fact is that the city lacked leadership from the top. The mayor
and council were constantly butting heads. It’s unfortunate for the
residents of Bonney Lake that this classic power struggle consumed
the mayor and council and thwarted the progress on some important
issues, such as traffic impact fees.
Bonney Lake voters finally grew tired of Mayor Young’s cozy relationships with the city’s major developers and tossed him out in the
September primary. Doynes is a friend and supporter of Mayor Young
and benefits from financial campaign support from all the same
sources, which are primarily developers.
For Doynes to suggest it was the council and not the mayor who resisted imposing traffic impact fees is a blatant attempt to rewrite history.
Voters should see through this bit of campaign trickery.
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Community mourns loss of
‘Newspaper Lady’ Kelda Stringer
By Harlan Ogle
The Wayne County Outlook
Monticello, Ky.
Feb. 21, 2006

D.C. But, Kelda Stringer was one of the most
influential people who ever lived in
Monticello, Ky. She was one of our bestknown citizens. Everybody knew Kelda.

Kelda Stringer passed away early Thursday
morning after a nearly year-long battle with
cancer. Kelda was 80 years old. She was
commonly known as “The Newspaper
Lady,” a title she earned for more than 30
years of selling The Wayne County Outlook
in downtown Monticello. Each week Kelda
set up shop in the shadow of the Doughboy
and sold hundreds of copies of the newspaper to people traveling along Main Street.
Everyone who knew Kelda knew that she
was a hard worker. Her dedication to the job
was easy to see as she stood outside hour
after hour in grueling heat and below freezing temperatures. Kelda had been unable to
sell newspapers for several months because
of her health. But throughout her illness she
remained optimistic that she would be able
to return to work and “sell her papers.”
Following is a tribute to Kelda, our “newspaper lady.”
In time books that chronicle the history of
Monticello, Ky., will be written. Those books
will record the spectacular accomplishments
of government, industry, and education.
Statistics will be offered to impress the reader. Photographs will appear depicting powerful political leaders.
Some people will read all those words and
view all those photographs and conclude
that the value of a person is to be found in
how powerful, how wealthy, and how successful they were in achieving fame.
One person’s name will probably not be
included in those historical accounts. Her
name is Kelda Stringer. As much as she
deserves to be included, she will probably be
overlooked.
You see, Kelda never occupied a political
position of leadership. Kelda never accumulated vast wealth. She did not receive a
degree from some prestigious college. She
was not known in Frankfort or Washington,
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‘Newspaper Lady’ Kelda Stringer
Many didn’t know her name but they knew
Kelda.
The surprising thing was that Kelda didn’t
seek any of that notoriety. She didn’t
demand first place in anything. She embodied the concept and practice of humility. She
didn’t put on any “airs.” She was Kelda
every time you ever saw her.
Nobody seemed to know very much about
Kelda’s background. She just seemed to
always be a part of life in Monticello. When
you were around Kelda she was not the
topic of conversation. You were.
It seemed that she would much rather talk
about you than herself. We all know why.
Kelda loved people. All kinds of people. If
you knew Kelda you had to be impressed to
see how everybody seemed to relate to her.
Rich people, poor people, black people,
white people, old people, young people; she

had friends in all segments of Monticello
society.
Those who only knew her as the “newspaper
lady” missed out on a pure blessing. Sure,
she sold you the paper on the street every
week. You could see her gathering aluminum cans in waste containers. But those
who took the time to see past all that and
talk to her found a wonderful example of
God’s creative powers. Kelda was truly “onein-a-million.” Yes, she was friendly, knowledgeable, and compassionate. Boy, was she
compassionate.
None of us will ever know the hours Kelda
spent in caring for so many people who
could not care for themselves. She seemed to
be drawn to the elderly, the poor, and the
needy. It was difficult to try and meet any
personal need she had because she would
use her abundance for the benefit of others.
Little children who were sick and in need
seemed to have a very special place in her
heart. She was moved to tears when she
heard of a family who had been “burned
out” and her big heart was moved when
some young child developed some terminal
disease. Indeed, she was a little lady with a
big heart.
If Kelda had a claim to fame that made her
proud, it was probably centered around her
association with The Wayne County
Outlook Some of the people in Monticello
can’t remember a time when Kelda wasn’t
associated with The Outlook. For some,
Kelda and the Outlook were one and the
same.
For several decades, Kelda could be found
on Tuesday evenings and all day
Wednesdays by anybody who was looking
for her. She was at her station in the town
square under the watchful oversight of the
faithful Doughboy statue. Surrounded by
her papers and adorned by her cheery smile
and pleasant greeting, she sold her papers
to adoring, faithful, and appreciative customers.
Kelda was the only person in all of Wayne
County who was authorized to stop town
traffic for the purpose of making a sell. No
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officer of the law dared interfere with her
important task of disseminating the news of
the community.
Even though the paper was available at various stores and newspaper racks, most everyone preferred risking the downtown traffic
just to make their purchase from Kelda. The
week wasn’t complete without seeing Kelda.
To see just how faithful Kelda was to her
task, you only had to go through the square
on Tuesday or Wednesday and find that she
wasn’t there. The talk at school, in the store,
and around the supper table was, “Did you
notice Kelda wasn’t selling papers today?
Wonder what’s wrong?”
Kelda probably depended on what she made
selling papers for her livelihood, but most of
her customers remember that there were
times when she would say something like,
“Just take this one. You don’t have to pay
for it.” She would try to give the paper to
you. And, if it was paper day and you didn’t
have change for a paper, you stopped any
way. You could pay Kelda “next week.”
Kelda’s association with The Outlook went
beyond just selling papers. The staff at The
Outlook became part of her family. They
related to her in so many ways. She was
their friend, their coworker, their confidant,
their example, their mentor, their advisor,
their mother figure, and their inspiration.
Kelda taught The Outlook staff so many
practical life lessons that helped them deal
with the tough spots that come to every person. They were family.

Some months ago the whole town noticed
that Kelda seemed to disappear from her
place in the square. “What happened to
Kelda?” was asked by hundreds of people. It
was a sad day when it was made known
that Kelda had developed some serious
health problems. It was even a sadder day
when we learned just how serious those
problems were. Our hearts went out to her.
We prayed. We sent her cards. We visited
her. She told us that everything was going to
work out all right. We watched every week
to see if she was back on the square selling
her papers. We watched, but Kelda didn’t
return.
Kelda was hospitalized, went through surgery, and received the treatment prescribed
by the doctors. We were all encouraged and
told ourselves she would return when she
was feeling better. It was not to be.
Kelda died on Thursday, Feb. 16. That is to
say her kind and compassionate heart
ceased to beat and the breath of life left her
body. But, we all know that she didn’t really
die. Not in the sense that she’s not with us
anymore. Friends like Kelda will never really
die. The presence of a friend like Kelda will
always be with us. In our memory we will
continue to see her smile and hear her simple words of kindness and encouragement.
For years to come we’ll pass the Doughboy
in the square and remember a little lady
who used to stand there in the cold of winter
and the heat of summer. In our memory we
will see Kelda walking up and down the

streets eking out a living by the sweat of her
brow and by practicing a work ethic that is
almost unknown in our society.
Kelda never flaunted her relationship to the
Lord, but if you took the time to talk to her,
you knew she loved Him and depended
upon Him for care and comfort. She was not
a trained theologian but she had an understanding of things eternal. Kelda was a
woman of faith and it is certain that her
faith and her friends sustained her in her
last days.
There are those who weep because she has
gone and our relationship with her has
ended. But there are those who will not
spend a lot of time in weeping. They will be
rejoicing because Kelda’s life touched their
life and made a difference in who they are
and the way they live their lives.
The next time you drive through the downtown square, you’ll not see Kelda standing
with her supply of weekly papers. Don’t
think she’s not there. She is. Your memories
and thoughts of her will keep her alive.
Kelda will be missed. Missed so much. Don’t
just think of her in the context of loss. Think
of the blessing you had in knowing her as
your friend. Let your memories of her be
precious. Thank God that you were fortunate enough to cross paths with the lady
with the big heart. We’ll miss you, Kelda,
and we’ll fondly and lovingly remember
you. Thanks for the memories.

A participant in ISWNE’s annual newspaper exchange.
April 2006
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Where are the (other) candidates?
By Dick Crockford
Editor and publisher
Big Horn County News
Hardin, Mont.
March 23, 2006

Editor’s note: Dick Crockford refuses to take
the credit, but later the same day — which
was the filing deadline — eight more people
filed for office in Big Horn County.
Today is the filing deadline for persons planning to run for public office this year,
including county, state, national and school
elections.
Considering that we are the local newspaper, we are not going to concern ourselves
with the national races, and we’ll restrict our
look at the state races to the two legislative
positions that represent Big Horn County.
That being said, it looks as though this
year’s elections — outside of the sheriff and
possibly the county attorney races — are
going to be real sleepers.
So far, we have seven candidates for sheriff
and two for county attorney. All the other
slots up for election this year feature only a
single candidate as of Wednesday. That
includes the “races” for county commissioner, clerk and recorder, treasurer, coroner, justice of the peace superintendent of schools
and district judge.

In the legislative race, we have Jae Notti of
Otter, south of Ashland in Rosebud County,
as the only Republican candidate for the
House District 41 seat currently occupied by
Democrat Norma Bixby of Lame Deer, who
is also running unopposed in the primary at
this point. District 41 lies across three counties, stretching east to west across Powder
River, Rosebud and Big Horn.
The other legislative seat that is open is that
of Veronica Small-Eastman in District 42. So
far, the lodge Grass Democrat is the only
candidate for that job, and she is running
for re-election. District 42 covers mostly the
western half of Big Horn County and dribbles a bit into Yellowstone County.
If either party had any gumption, there
would be at least two Republicans and two
Democrats running in District 41 and the
same in District 42. The voters deserve a
choice when they cast their ballots in the
primary election in June. Having primary
contests for each party in both of those districts would help immensely to get out the
vote.
The dearth of candidates is pretty amazing. I
suppose one could say the message there —
outside of the sheriff and county attorney
races — is that folks are so contented with
the way things are going in these parts that
they’re simply content to let the incumbents
continue on the job. While that may be true

in a couple of
instances, I’m
inclined to believe
the truth is that
folks are just plain
apathetic.
Don’t get me
wrong; I’ve been in
this situation, having run for the
Montana House of
Representatives six
years ago. Those of
you who have filed Dick Crockford
have my admiration and respect for being willing to take the
risk.
Actually, I’m hoping this will serve as something of a catalyst for any of you folks out
there who have been hanging back, wanting to get involved yet unsure of whether the
risks are worth it. I’d like to see at least two
candidates for every office. After all, this is
an election, and it’s only right that folks be
elected, not simply handed the office by
default. Sure, it’s a relief not to have to get
out there and campaign, and yes, it’s certainly cheaper to gain a political office when
you don’t have to spend anything beyond
the filing fee in order to insure election.
Just do it!
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Newspaper denies unjust dismissal of editor, says she quit
By Tom McCoag
The Chronicle Herald
Halifax, Nova Scotia
April 6, 2006

Editor’s note: Both Susan Belliveau and Leith
Orr are members of ISWNE.
Susan Belliveau quit her job as the editor of
Springhill’s weekly newspaper and wasn’t
unjustly dismissed, says her former employer.
Advocate Media Inc. makes the claim in a
defence filed in response to Ms. Belliveau’s
Nova Scotia Supreme Court lawsuit in which
she claims she was forced to resign as a result
“of circumstances that amounted to a constructive dismissal.”
In her suit filed earlier this year, Ms. Belliveau
claimed she was forced to resign because of
an apology her employers placed in the
Record without her knowledge. The apology
said the paper was sorry for running a graphic story about the discovery of a man’s body
in a Springhill apartment. The body was only
discovered after maggots began falling into a
taxi stand below the man’s apartment.
Ms. Belliveau said the apology undermined
her authority as editor and made her look
incompetent and insensitive. She also said
her superiors were well-aware of the story’s
graphic content and her concerns about “the
controversy that would inevitably arise” from
its publication.
In its defence, Advocate Media confirms Ms.
Belliveau discussed the story with publisher
Leith Orr but said she did not provide him

“with a copy of the story before it was published on June 29, 2005.”
A decision to apologize was made after the
paper received several telephone calls from
readers, advertisers and the dead man’s
father, all of whom were upset with the story.
The company admits it made the decision
while Ms. Belliveau was out of town attending a conference at which she won an award
for editorial excellence, but claims she was
aware of the apology before it went to print.
“The plaintiff...learned of the apology on July
11, 2005, the day before it was published,”
the defence states. “She did not ask that the
apology be removed.”
The company claims that because the apology did not mention her by name or state that
she had done anything wrong, the apology
did not have “any adverse impact” on Ms.
Belliveau.
Company representatives and Ms. Belliveau
had several phone conversations in which
her concerns over the apology were discussed,
but Advocate Media did not respond to her
request to repair the damage to her reputation by publishing a statement supporting
her because the company “does not believe
that her reputation was damaged,” the
defence stated.
The paper first learned Ms. Belliveau “might
have difficulty continuing to work in
Springhill” on July 14, 2005. At the time she
was told the company supported her continued employment in Springhill or at one of
the chain’s other newspapers, the defence
said.

Eleven days later
Ms. Belliveau
advised Advocate
Media that she
could not continue
in her full-time
position as editor
because of the deteriorating health of
her parents and
that she may have
to take care of
them. She asked to
work as an editor
Susan Belliveau
part time, but this
was turned down due to paper’s small number of newsroom staff.
After learning her request was denied Ms.
Belliveau resigned on July 29, 2005. She
thanked the company for the opportunity to
work with the paper, but never mentioned
“the apology of July 13,” in her resignation,
the defence said.
The company became aware of Ms.
Belliveau’s allegation that the apology had
played a role in her resignation when it was
contacted by the International Society of
Weekly Newspaper Editors on Aug. 1. “Until
this time, the defendant understood (Ms.
Belliveau) had resigned because she was
required to care for her elderly parents.”
Because Ms. Belliveau quit, the company
owes her nothing else, the defence added.
Neither Ms. Belliveau’s allegations nor the
statements made in Advocate Media’s
defence have not been proven in court. A
date to hear the lawsuit has yet to be set.
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Solar eclipse
By Charles Gay
Editor and publisher
Shelton-Mason County Journal
Shelton, Wash.
March 16, 2006
It would be nice if Sunshine Week were a celebration, but it’s more of a lamentation. The
March 12-18 observance this year by advocates of open government serves as a
reminder that fighting government secrecy
and shedding light on governing is a neverending and increasingly difficult battle.
A government that operates with transparency is a government in check, a government
the citizens control, a government that doesn’t foster distrust. That would be a government conducted under the assumption that
public records belong to the citizens, not to
elected officials, bureaucrats or agencies.
Unfortunately many government officials
and employees do not want to give citizens
public records. The most ridiculous example
is the San Francisco Chronicle reporter who
has been waiting since 1981 for the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to give him information on FBI activities at the University of
California in the 1950s and 1960s.
Less ridiculous but just as troubling was when
a homebuilders’ trade group asked the state
Department of Labor and Industries for a list
of companies exempted from ergonomics
rules and didn’t get it until eight months later
when a judge ordered the agency to provide
it. When L&I provided the documents, practically every line was whited out, and the trade
group had to go back to court to get the information.
Legislators regularly weaken the state’s Public
Records Act that dates back to a 1972 citizens’
initiative. It started with 10 exemptions. Now
it has more than 300. Fourteen bills on
exemptions passed the legislature this session.
However, a bill to create an open-government
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ombudsman to assist citizens with publicrecords requests never got out of committee.
Since 9/11, the magic date when the threat of
terrorism became the latest excuse for secrecy,
states have passed 616 laws restricting access
to information. Washington is one of 36
states that have passed more laws restricting
access than laws opening access since 2001.
While the information is being restricted so
that the public can’t judge what the government is doing, officials are saying, ‘Trust us.”
In 2004 the federal government spent $7.2
billion to classify 15.6 million documents in a
trend toward more and more secrecy.
The secrecy starts at the top of the federal
government and continues down to the local
level. The Bush Administration said it was no
one’s business who met with its energy task
force to help it develop its energy policy, and
a court agreed. It decided to withhold the true
cost of the Medicare drug program from
Congress and threatened to fire the man who
knew if he told. Early in Bush’s presidency,
when the unclassified records of Ronald
Reagan were about to be routinely released to
the public, the President signed an executive
order blocking their release. This administration also believes that in the current state of
perpetual war it is acceptable to hold prisoners without releasing their names or charging
them.
Many cases of officials thumbing their noses
at the public show up in local news stories. A
Tacoma port commissioner admitted that a
practice of commissioners meeting in small
groups with staff members was to get around
the state’s Open Meetings Act, which calls for
a public meeting whenever a quorum gathers. A Roy city councilwoman who was arrested had a court commissioner sign a restraining order preventing a local newspaper from
publishing stories about the case. Pierce
County refused to give a citizen accident statistics about a dangerous intersection.

Just this week a
woman died of
flesh-eating bacteria at a Federal
Way hospital. She
had gone to the
hospital with flulike symptoms a
few days before
but had been sent
home with
painkillers.
Though the
woman is dead, a Charles Gay
hospital
spokesman said he couldn’t discuss the case
because of federal privacy laws. Ah, the
Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act, which has taken on a life
of its own to include secrecy since it started as
a way to ensure that health insurance was
transferable.
In a statewide survey a few years ago, journalists went to agencies in all 39 counties to
request basic public information available to
any citizen. In many cases the requesters
went away empty-handed, and they reported
that in 8 percent of the cases public employees they met were antagonistic. Our county
did not have a perfect score in responding.
Try writing a news story about the Thirtymile
Fire using the report the U.S. Forest Service
released on its investigation. Using the redacted pages, tell the public coherently why four
young firefighters died July 10, 2001. Take
Point 23:
“Whether the (blacked out) properly carried
out (blacked out) duties as the (blacked out)
or the (blacked out) to the Thirtymile Fire.
The team concludes (one line blacked out).
After determining (11 lines blacked out).”
There are a whole bunch more points where
that came from. Can’t understand what’s
going on? That’s the whole idea.
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Crime and why newspapers write about it
By Robert Plotkin
Editor and publisher
Point Reyes (Calif.) Light
March 13, 2006
Transgression is interesting; so are freaks,
fires and extremism. That is why newspapers write about the strange and violent.
Newspapers write about coup d’état,
famine, molesters and crack. Newspapers
write about crime.
Last week, the Point Reyes Light ran a
large photograph of a man next to the
headline, “Alleged rapist too psychotic for
trial.” We received several letters that
complained about the luridness of the
headshot. It creeped people out. One
woman told me that she had to turn the
paper over, lest the man bore into her
with his eyes. Some said it smacked of
tabloid sensationalism. Others saw it as
an attack upon Christmas.
The demented mind is always fascinating
and usually deserves a good gawk. It
would be dishonest to deny the tingly
page-turning sensations of fear. We fear
predators sneaking through the darkness
and want to know as much about them as
possible. People who didn’t gather information on their predators died long ago.
Only those who quickly assimilated information about their predators survived to
birth our generation. Reading crime stories
is implanted in our DNA.
Genetically interesting stories are able to
carry the burden of important process
pieces, as was the case last week when we
explained how psychiatric units prepare
the insane for trial.
One reader complained that graphic
details were thrust upon him. Readers
learned previously undisclosed details of
the victim’s escape; how the blisters on the
defendant’s feet slowed him down and
allowed his victim to outpace him.
Readers learned about the police investigation and stakeout. The defense attorney
explained how she came to the decision to
tell the judge she thought the defendant
was too insane for trial. Readers learned
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that in 2003 the Supreme Court said that
the state could force anti-psychotic medication upon the insane in order to get
them ready for court.
It is true that The New York Times wouldn’t normally feature a rape on the front
cover. The cover is reserved for international affairs and other significant or very
well-written stories. A rape would be covered, if at all, in the small New York
Section. But the Point Reyes Light is analogous to the small, local New York Section.
The New York Post, Murdoch’s money-losing political manifesto, covers crime with
the glee of a flash-popping Weegee. The
Post’s readers prefer the gristle of life, its
buffoons and violent crackpots, to the New
York Times’ pâté of high-mindedness.
The Light stands above calf-worshipping
Fox News, and since the change in ownership, has given much more space to investigative analysis.
How, then, will the Point Reyes Light
report on crime? The graceful peace of
West Marin is seldom interrupted by gunfire or the cries of the raped and kidnapped. But when victims do scream, this
paper will report their screams. When people accused of violent predation are found
insane, this paper will report it with exactitude, write it with flourish, and display it
with prominence.
As far as grizzly crime photos are concerned, a headshot of the defendant is perhaps the least lurid crime photo I have
ever seen. There are books of crime photos
that show splattered guts and dismembered limbs. A booking photo is at the
other end of that spectrum. But still let me
rise in defense of the graphic.
The American press is a squeamish bunch
compared with international media.
Compare the best photographic magazine, French Photo, and its counterpart,
American Photo. The European version
juxtaposes nudity with graphic photojournalism. The American version actually
puts a black censor bar across nudes, and
would never display the cannibalism of
West African militias.

American policy
makers learned
their lesson in
Vietnam. The public withdraws its
support for war
when it sees
napalmed children
running toward
the lens. It was
said that the
Vietnam War had
to pass what
Robert Plotkin
became known as
the “Dover Test” of
public acceptance, when daily images of
coffins arriving at Dover Air Force Base
changed the public’s mind about
Vietnam. So generals banned photographers from Dover. It was only last year
that a petition filed under the Freedom of
Information Act forced the Pentagon to
release photographs of flag-draped coffins.
Americans are not shown graphic photographs of bombings by terrorists or the
American Air Force. But Europeans bear
witness to dismembered infants and cry
peace. Americans, we are told, respect the
dead by stapling their eyelids shut.
If American newspapers printed graphic
photographs of America’s dead and
wounded soldiers in Iraq, people would
recalculate the costs of the war, and possibly agitate for its end. This is why conservative Sinclair Broadcasting refused to
allow its ABC affiliates to air a Nightline
in which Ted Koppel read the names of
American soldiers killed in Iraq. Just reading their names was considered too evocative. Imagine if every time a soldier died,
Nightline showed the soldier’s war-ravaged body.
If the front page showed the cancer
legions of the polluted, perhaps the pollution would stop. If newspapers photographed every blasted limb, perhaps
landmine production could be slowed. If
billboards along the highway showed the
smashed bodies of car accidents, perhaps
people would tailgate less.
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War-tangled America wrestles
with despair, doubt and denial
By Warren Kinsella
The Yukon News
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory
March 24, 2006

Warren Kinsella is a Toronto-based
lawyer, author, and consultant.
What does a nation at war look like?
Looking at the American media, it’s hard
to say.
Precisely three years after the commencement of the war in Iraq, on a cloudy, cool
day threatening rain, the Fox Network
affiliate in Atlanta offers up three fools to
dissect the meaning of the conflict that
has killed more than 2,300 Americans
and more than 30,000 Iraqis. The blonde
one in the middle says: “Some would say
things are better, some would say things
are worse. But one thing is for sure — a lot
has happened in the past three years!”
Her co-hosts somberly nod at this profound assessment. Fox producers then cut
away to recent nighttime footage of
Baghdad being bombed. They superimpose the greenish images of destruction
with the headline: “REBUILDING IRAQ.”
To call any of it Orwellian is a cliché, but
apt.
Three years later, though, it is actually
true: a lot has happened. Along with the
thousands dead on all sides — along with
the many more thousands grievously
wounded, the $6 billion (U.S.) spent
monthly by the Pentagon, and an Iraq
sliding inexorably towards the abyss of
civil war — George W. Bush’s pre-emptive
action against Saddam Hussein’s fictional
weapons of mass destruction has profoundly altered the configuration of many
lives, in Iraq and the United States.
But what has it done to the spirit of
Americans? What do they feel about it,
three years on?
Pollsters sometimes suggest they have the

best insights into these things, and there
certainly were no shortage of polls to dissect this past weekend, as America grimly
contemplated the third anniversary of the
war, and as puny crowds gathered in cities
around the globe to protest it.
One Gallup survey, headlined on the front
page of a copy of USA Today picked up on
a Saturday at a convenience store in
southwestern Florida, finds that — by a
margin of nearly three-to-one —
Americans say the impact of Bush’s war
on their lives has been negative. Sixty
percent, Gallup noted, said the war wasn’t
“worth it.”
Half admitted that they had even cried
because of it.
Fox Network bimbos notwithstanding,
some further insight into America’s zeitgeist is found, perhaps, in the newspapers
one can pick up along Interstate 75 — the
highway that many Canadians, seeking
Spring Break sun or Snowbird getaways,
know well.
Unscientific a survey as it may be, a reading of these U.S. newspapers tells the tale
of a nation wrestling with despair, doubt
and denial — and, here and there, no
small amount of defiance, too.
The breezy rightist jingoism that characterized much of the early coverage of the
Iraq war is gone, however.
What is left in its place, even in Republican-red Southern states, is a lot like what
one sees in the lead editorial of USA
Today, strenuously condemning Bush’s
pre-emptive strike: “[Iraq] was a blunder
of historic proportions that has made
Americans less, not more, safe ... [the cost]
in U.S. lives, money and credibility has
been incalculable.”
In all, seven outstanding pieces of journalism about Iraq are found in the newspaper. Wartime boosterism is conspicuously
absent. There is anger for George W. Bush
and his defence chief, Donald Rumsfeld.
But for the troops themselves, limitless

pride.
Reading some newspapers, it almost
seems as if the war is
a Hollywood construct.
In the Tampa
Tribune and the Fort
Myers News-Press,
plenty of front page
stories about golf or
abortion pills, but
about the war? Little
Warren Kinsella
or nothing.
In a modest obituary
in the latter, there is a dry recounting of
the tragic death of a 27-year-old local
man killed in an attack near Ar Ramadi
earlier in the week — and an equally sterile Associated Press wire story about an
anti-insurgent drive near Samarra.
The coverage seems routine and disinterested, even when a local boy dies. It is
almost as if the newspaper’s editors do not
want to remind their readers about it.
That seems likely.
The fabled New York Times, picked up further along the I-75 on the same day, is not
much better. A man who falsely claimed
to be the victim of brutality at Abu Ghraib
prison — the one seen in the infamous
photograph, standing on a box, hooded
and electrical wires dangling from his
arms — merits front-page coverage, and a
tortuous, self-flagellating Editor’s Note on
page two (the post-Jayson Blair Times
remains jittery, it seems, about its journalistic credibility). But inside the newspaper
of record? Not much about Iraq on this
day.
In the pages of the St. Petersburg Times,
further up the road, there can be found an
unsettling profile of a 48-year-old man
who actually enlisted to avenge the death
of his 22-year-old son, killed by a roadside
bomb in Baghdad two years ago. “I don’t
really have love for the Muslim people,”

continued on page 28
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High schooler learns journalism ropes
By Melissa Moon
West Jessamine (Ky.) High School
The Jessamine Journal
Nicholasville, Ky.
April 13, 2006
Journalism has always sounded like an
exciting career.
I’d get backstage passes to all the major
events, interviews with celebrities and
political leaders, access to exclusive parties
that only a member of the press would
have the ability to attend.
Everything about being a journalist
appealed to me and I was anxious to start
pursuing my chosen career. When I began
my internship at The Jessamine Journal, I
was met with the realities of being a journalist.
“You won’t make a lot of money” or
“You’ll be criticized” or “You have to pay
attention to detail or you can’t be a journalist” were some of the comments I
received. My first thoughts were “I like
money, I don’t really enjoy being criticized, and detail isn’t my strong point.”
Despite my hesitations, I was willing to
give journalism a try and what I found
was a job that wasn’t always glamorous,
but it was a profession I knew I wanted to

pursue.
When I started my internship, it wasn’t
action-packed like I had predicted. I typed
and edited articles which I knew was a big
part of the job. While I was excited to do
it, I couldn’t help but wonder where all
the excitement was. For a while I started
to believe there wasn’t any in this community.
I consulted with Mike Moore, the Journal’s
editor, about this and he reassured me
that there wasn’t always a huge “exciting”
story, but unexpected things did happen.
I felt better, but still had my doubts and
later that night two big stories — an arson
case and a downtown shooting — broke
one after the other. I was wrong, and I
was anxious to experience some “action.”
I found journalism meant long hours,
unpredictable work days, editing, typing
and more editing, deciphering articles submitted, and scrutinizing over the tiniest of
details.
However, it’s also about being passionate
about the community in which you’re living in. You have to be dedicated to your
stories, and be willing to attend meetings
and other newsworthy things at a
moment’s notice. It’s about socializing
and networking within the community

and having a
desire to share
local and world
events with the
community.
These are all
attributes I have
seen in the
Jessamine
Journal’s staff and
that has given me Melissa Moon
the motivation to
continue pursuing
my dream. During my time at the Journal,
I’ve had countless conversations with the
news staff in which they emphasize the
difficulties and rewards of the job. I’ve
found the rewards far outweigh the cost.
They have a very important job. Our
knowledge of the world — in this case
Jessamine County — depends on them,
and they are dedicated to that calling. Yes,
it is stressful and I probably won’t make a
lot of money. And yes, it will be like having homework for the rest of my life, but I
feel journalism is something you are
called to do and I’m looking forward to
answering the call.
Melissa Moon is a student at West
Jessamine High School.
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says the man, who says he is a Christian
missionary. “It’s hard to love people who
hate you.” In the local section, a sad story
about a local 29-year-old killed in a related conflict that Canadians know increasingly well, in Afghanistan.
Further north, on Sunday morning in
Atlanta, the Journal-Constitution fills
page after page with exemplary stories
about Iraq — including one that describes,
in detail, how the war has shattered the
lives of five Iraqis.
The U.S. has stayed too long, concludes
one Iraqi father, whose wife, daughter
and father-in-law were killed in a mortar
attack. “We had great expectations but all
those expectations have been destroyed,”
he says.
On the same day, in the Chattanooga
Times Free Press, the front page carries a
moving tale about a small-town Georgia
Marine, Lance Cpl. Josh Scott, whose
death left behind a 21-year-old widow and
a six-month-old daughter. Says the young
mother, recalling that her husband knew
his daughter for only a few short weeks:
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“There’s never going to be a day that goes
by that I’m not going to remind her and
tell her how much he loved her.”
Reading it all, it would be manifestly
unfair of any Canadian to suggest that
Americans are remotely gung-ho about
the war in Iraq. If their journalism is any
indication, and it usually is, the people of
the United States no longer approve of it.
Even for the editorial boards with a
Republican tilt, you can observe the growing sense of dread.
But, as with Vietnam, Americans are hesitant to say so out loud — because too
many young Americans have lost their
lives to now dismiss it all as just a waste.
It is a dilemma Canadians will increasingly face, as Afghanistan unfolds in the
weeks and months ahead.
The last word goes, as it often does, to the
Sunday New York Times, picked up at a
coffee shop along the Interstate in Ohio.
In it, someone has written a fiery editorial
about what the newspaper calls “the Iraq
debacle.” The newspaper proclaims: “The
last three years have shown how little our
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national leaders understood Iraq, and
have reminded us how badly attempts at
liberation from the outside have gone in
the past.
“While we are distracted by picking up the
pieces, there is no time to imagine what
the world might be like if George Bush
had chosen to see things as they were,
instead of how he wanted them to be
three years ago. History will have more
time to consider the question.”
The same goes for the despairing
American people, and the journalists who
serve them; the same goes for the United
States, the country that does not seem to
be at war, but surely is. They will also
consider the question, and pick up the
pieces.
There will be more stories to be written, up
and down the Interstate, and far too
many obituaries written about young men
and women. And there will be plenty of
time to consider the question, and the
quagmire, which now bears the name
Iraq.
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